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CAI-807 Space Cleaner

● integrated space launch capability;
● experimental and applied space cleaning technology;
● small and large object capabilities;
● single and mass deployment - hunt and capture;
● object removal, atmospheric re-entry destruction or otherwise;
● object tracking, interception and redirection;
● satellite and object destruction counter-measures;
● large vehicle and micro object vehicle deployment;
● cleanup services, space environment safety enhancement;
● alternate propulsion and energy, vehicle launch and operational logistics;

This is one small step for Comeau Aerospace Inc. a giant step for cleaning up the mess that 
everyone has left behind...space junk.  This offer is open world wide to all those who have 
ideas on cleaning up space and all that space junk floating around that nobody really takes 
responsibility for the material. 

Endless radar telemetry and tracking of objects, many of which can cost an incredible 
magnitude of money, time, resources and energy in damages, is not the way to go. Send in 
the clean up crew, search and clean, not search and destroy. Having space free of dangerous 
objects helps everyone, just as free time allows us to rest, use our imagination and do 
something productive, constructive, profitable, enjoyable...now isn't that a great idea? 

Of course from another point of view, we expect and believe that a massive increase in 
dangerous objects will be evident in the future, and the capabilities are needed now to clean 
up the mess that exists now, not too mention what may exist in the future. 

So now, everyone and anyone can chip in as an incredible range of services of modern life 
are possible because of space capabilities, so it is essential that we make progress in 
cleaning up the mess regardless of who did what when...like the neighbourhood and garbage 
alongside the street or highway...we all can take part and make the quality of life, and the 
beauty of the environment better and cleaner by simple everyday conscientious thought and 
action, and going the extra mile (not a galactic mile) for a good cause.

The CAI-807 Space Cleaner
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